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Construction of a system of differential operators as 
annihilators of a cohomology class 
in connection with quasihomogeneous singularities-
YayOi NAKAMURA * 
Graduate School of Humanities and Sciences, Ochanomizu University 
We studied the residue pairing induced by an algebraic local cohomology class from 
a view point of the theory of D-modules in [2] and [3] . For a cohomology class of one 
dimensional case, we constructed a linear differential operator of order one which was the 
theoretical foundation of an algorithm for computing residues (cf. [3]). On the other hand, 
in the theory of quasihomogeneous singularities, it is known that linear partial differential 
operators of order one determined by weights play an important role. 
In this paper, we look at a differential operaots of order I associated to an algebraic local 
cohomology class. First, we consider the normal forms of quasihomogeneous polynomials. 
Then we provide a method for computing a presentation of a cohomology class for a 
quasihomogeneous polynomial. Next, we provide a method for computing linear partial 
differential operators of order one associated to a cohomology class of general n dimensional 
case. 
1 PreliminarieS 
In this section, we recall some basic results about a characterization of a cohomology 
class obtained in [2]. Let X = Cn and Ox the sheaf of holomorphic functions on X. Let 
fl' ' ' " fn be a regular sequence of holomorphic functions of z = (zl' ' ' " zn) in X. Denote 
by I the sheaf of ideal generated by fl ' ' ' " fn OVer Ox . 
Let i be the canonical mapping i : 8xtbx (Ox/1, Ox) ~' 7~t[nA] (Ox), where A = {z ~ 
[[ I IJ = fn = O}. Let us denote by the element of 8xt~x (Ox/1, Ox) Xlfl = ' ' ' fl"'fn 
associated to the meromorphic function 1/fl ' ' ' fn ' 
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([ J) ?Put m = i fl ' ' ' fn ~ 7{[nA] (Ox)' Assume that A consists of finitely many 
points Aj (j ::: 1, . . . , v). Then~ there exist mj C 7Li[nAj](Ox)~ j :~ 1~ ' ' " v such that
m :::; ml + ' ' ' + mv' Since ~{n[Aj](Ox) is a simple holonomic Dxmodule, we have T)xmj = 
7{n[Aj] (Ox). Denote by Ann the annihilator ideal of m as Dx-module. The construction of 
this ideal Ann is important as to study the Grothendieck local residue with the viewpoint 
of Dx-module. We have the following theorem. 
Theorem 1 
([2], [3]? [4]) At each point Aj; we have 
{ip(z) ~ ILL[nA J(Ox) I Rip(z) = O,v R e Ann} ::~ {cmj j c e C}, j := 1, . . . . ,v 
This asserts that the cohomology class mj can be characterized as a solution of a system 
of linear differential equations up to the constant factor. 
2 The COhomology claSS aSSOClated to quaSlhomoge 
neous singularities 
In the theory of quasihomogeneous singularities, it is known that there exist annihilators 
of order one determined by weights. Let f(z) = f(zl' ' ' " zn) be a quasihomogeneous 
polynomial of degree d with weights al' ' ' " an' that is, for any A > o we have 
f(Aalzl' ' ' ' Aa zn) = Adf(z). 
Let us consider a cohomology class m associated to the meromorphic function I / H3~=1 fj 
where fj := aflazj' j = 1, . . ., n. Denote by dj the quasidegree of fj' Now we have the 
following fact: 
FACT The annihilator ideal Ann of m is generated by Fl' ' ' " Fn and P1' . . ., P/" where 
'Fj = fj and Pj is given by a linear combination of ajaj + dj' j = I . . . _ , , g < n. 
By virtue of Theorem 1, we describe a method for computing a presentation of the 
cohomology class. 
For the ideal I = <fl ' ' ' " fn)' there exist one variable functions of each coordinates 
zl ' ' ' " zn belong to I. These functions are of the forms z'j , j = 1, . . ., n. Assume that 
' := {r : z; e I} > I for some j. ??
e Put m = ~)a~zv/zr with a~ e Q, z~ := z~l . . = z'i "'zrn~ for n/ = ' z~", zr : 
(n/1"' "~/n)' 73 < r (3 1 n) 
e Equations Pjm = O, I ~ j ~ ~, Fkm = O, I < h < n determme m up to a constant 
fuctor. 
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R Jac := (a(fl ' ' ' " fn)/a(zl' ' ' " zn))' mult be the multiplicity of the origin as commono 
zero of fl' ' ' " fn and 6 the dirac's delta function at origin. 
R The formula Jac m = mult ･ 5 determine m uniquely. 
We draw up lists of generators of annihilator ideal Ann and presentations of cohomology 
classes associated to normal forms of quasihomogeneous polynomials in Appendix. 
Let us consider a sequence fl ' ' ' " fn which provides semiquasihomogeneous polynomi-
als with the same weights. In the next example, we can see there are some relation between 
the weights and a operator which is one of generators of Ann. 
Example 1 
Let X = {(x,y)lx,y e C}, fl(x,y) = x5, f2(x,y) = -8yx4 + 2x3 - 4yx2 + y2. fl and f2 
provide semiquasihomogeneous polynomials with weight (2, ~) and quasidegrees I~ and ~. 
([[ I IJ) 
~ 7f[(o,o)](Ox) is generated by The ideal Ann of the cohomology class m = i 
f I f2 
F1 = x5, F2 = -8yx4 + 2x3 - 4yx2 + y2 and P = (-15x3 + 4x2 + 6x)ax + (16x3 + 6x2 + 
9y)a2/ ~ 75x2 + 20x + 4~ with ax := a/ax and ay := alay. The under lined parts are 
written in the form 3(2xax + 10) + 3(3ya~/ + 6). 
3 AnnihilatorS Of order one 
In view of the isomorphism 
71([nY] (Ox) ~~ Dx/Ann, 
an algorithm for computing 7~n[Yi(Ox ) is provided in [1] and this algorithm was imple-
mented by using Kan ([5]). When given regular sequence of holomorphic functions is not 
so complicated, this algorithm is carried out and provide proper operators which generate 
Ann. But given 'sequence become complicated, this procedure is often too slow or fails. 
On the other hand, it would suffice to flnd annihilators of order zero and order one 
for characterizing Ann. Now we can obtain annihilators of order I by the computation of 
syzygies on the basis of the isomorphism 
7Li[nY] (Ox) S~{ Ox[*YI U ' ' ' U Yn] (1) 
~]in=1 Ox[*YI U ' ' ' U Yi_1 U Y"i U Yi+1 U ' ' ' U Yn] ' 
where Yj = {z e Xlfj(z) = O} and Ox[*A] stands for a meromorphic function with poles 
at A. For an differential operator R = ao + alal + ' ' ' + anan of order I and the function 
M = 1/fl ' ' ' fn' we have 
RM ' ' anfln + + alfnl ~ ' ' ' - anfnn ao -alfll ~ ' ~ ?
~ ff f2 ' ' ' fl ' ' ' fn-I fn2 fl ' ' ' fn 
??
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where fij = afilazj' Then? for functions al ) ' ' " an) Cij such that 
-alfll ~ ' ' ' anfln = cll fl + ' ' ' + clnfn + {higher order of fl' ' ' " fn}) 
-alfnl ~ ' ' anfnn Cnl fl + ' ' ' + cnnfn + {higher order of fl' ' ' " fn}' 
R provide an annihilator of the cohomology class m associated to M with ao = ~cl I ~ ' 
cnn' These functions are given by computing syzygies. That is, (al ' ' ' " an' cll ' cl2, ' ' ' 





O ' O ??f nn 
Cnn)
4 Appendix 
For a normal form f of a quasihomogeneous polynomial, we obtain generators of the 
annihilator ideal Ann of the cohomology class associated to 1/ Hj fj where h := aflazj' 
Hence, we can compute the presentation of the cohomology class by a method in section 
2. We draw up lists of generators of the annihilator ideal Ann and the presentation of the 
cohomology classes for normal forms of quasihoomogeneous polynomials. 









An n generators 
cohomology 
(b, a) ab 
quasidegree 
f = xa + yb 
fX ?? b(a - 1) 
a(b - 1) 
fl ::: axa-
b-1 f2 ~: by 






Dk (k - 2, 2) 
-(2ab - a - b) ~~ xa lyb 1 
7 f2 = 3y2x 
x ,y x,3x +y 3xa +2ya +13 
-13 5 + ~x3y2 3 xy 
2k - 2 f = x2y + yk~l ??
??
?
2k - 4 
fl =: 2xy 
f2 :~ x2 + (k - 1)yk-2 
An n x ,yx,x' + (k - 1)y , (h - 2)xax + 2yay + 3k - 4 
cohomology -(3h - 4) 2(k - 1) Xyh-1 + 2 x3y 
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(a, p, 7) 
aa = bp = c7 
? f = xa + yb + zc 
f. ?
???
(a - 1)a 
(b - 1)p 
(c - 1)nr 
fl  axa-
b- l f2 ~: by 
f3 :~ CZc-1 
An n ,y x ,z , xax +a-1,yay +b- , 1 za +c-1
cohomology -((a - 1)a + (b - 1)p + (c - 1)7) (a - 1)(b - 1)(c - 1) xa-lyb-1zc-l 






fl = 2x 
f2 = 3y2 + z5 
f3 = 5z4y 
An n x,y ,z y,3y +z , 5ya~/ + 2za. + 23 
cohomology -61 
Zii (15, 6, 8) 30 
lO xyz9 + ~~ xy3z4 






fl = 2x 
f2 = 5y4 + z3 
f3 = 3z2y 
An n x9y 'z y,5y +z , 3 a~/ + 4za* + 23 
cohomology - 6 1 6 xyz5 + ~~:zy5z2 






fl = 2x 
f2 = 3zy2 + z4 
f3 = y3 + 4z3y 
An n x,y ,zy ,y +4z y,3z~/ +z , 3ya2! + 2za. + 17 






fi = 2x 
f2 :~ 6y5 + z3 
f3 :::~ 3z2y 
x,y ,z y,6y 
6 xyz5 + ~~xy6z2 






fl = 2x 
f2 = 4y3 + z4 
f3 = 4z3y 
Ann x,y ,z y,4y +z , ay + 3za. + 25 
cohomology -33 8 xyz7 + ~~:xy4z7 






fl = 3x 
f2 = 4y3 + z2 
f3 = 3zy 
An n x ,y ,zy,4y +z , xa* + 2,2ya2/ + 3za. + 11 
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fl =3x +y 
f2 = 3y2x + z3 
f3 = 3z2y 
An n x 3x +y ,z x ,z y,3y x+z , 7za. + 6yay + 9xa* + 59 
cohomology -59 
V/ (9, 12, 8) 36 
62+9 xy z 9 2 5 x yz 
f = x4 + y3 + yz3 







fi = 4x 
f2 = 3y2 + z3 
f3 = 3z2y 
An n x ,y z y,3y + z ,xax + 3,2zaz + 3ya~/ + 13 
cohomology ~ 79 +-12 x3yz5 36 x3y3z2 
(3(4n + k), 2(4n + k), 4) 6(4n + k) f =x2 +y3 +yz4~+k n > I k 1 3 
f* ??
??
6(4n + k) 
4(4n + k) 
6(4n + k) - 4 
fl =; 2x 
f2 :~ 3y2 + z4n+k 
f3 :~: (4n + k)z4n+k-ly 
An n x,y ,z n ~ y,3y +z n , 
(4n + k)ya2/ + 2zaz + 20n + 5k - 2 
cohomology -(13(4n + h) - 4) 2(4n + k) xyz2(4n+k)-1 + 6(4n + k) xy3z4n+k-1 
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